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CKIPM MARINE GROUP ANNOUNCES UNPRECEDENTED AGREEMENT BETWEEN KEY INDUSTRY
PARTIES AND THE KOREAN GOVERNMENT

Jeju Island, Korea – September 15, 2014 – CKIPM Co. LTD, renowned Korean marina builder and JV
partner to Bellingham Marine, announced today the signing of a joint business agreement with Jeju Free
International City Development Center (JDC), a special corporation established under the Korean
Government to oversee the feasibility and development of Jeju Free International City projects. Other
key companies involved in the agreement include IPM Management, an international leader in the
development and operations of marinas, and Bellingham Marine, the world’s largest marina builder.
Under the agreement with the JDC, CKIPM, IPM Management, and Bellingham Marine will provide
technical support and industry expertise for the development of Jeju Island’s marina sector. CKIPM was
given a 50% stake in the partnership under the joint business agreement and will participate alongside
the JDC in the day to day decision making processes related to the development of Ocean Marina City.
“This agreement is unprecedented by the Korean Government,” said Ernest Ribas Tugores, Director of
CKIPM. “It is extremely rare for the Korean Government to enter into a joint business agreement with
Korean or Foreign companies and is a first in the marina sector. It’s an honor to be seated on the
development team of this impressive project.”
Located near Seongsan Ilchulbong, The Ocean Marina City project has been in planning since 2013 and
features a total surface area of 1,381,773 m2. The marina portion of the project is estimated to be
158,671 m2. The remaining area will support a number of residential areas and businesses including
shops, restaurants, lodging, and other convenience facilities and attractions.
According to Tugores, Ocean Marina City will be a turning point for the Korean marina industry and is
expected to double or even triple the number of berths on Jeju Island. Once the project is complete,
Jeju will be equipped with a marina sector on par with the world’s best.
Jeju Island is known for its beautiful beaches and World Heritage Sites. A developing tourist destination,
the small Korean island welcomed over 10 million visitors in 2013.

As the world's leading marina design-build construction company, Bellingham Marine specializes in
floating dock, floating platform and floating wave attenuation systems for marinas worldwide. The
company also produces dry storage systems for the upland storage of boats.
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